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when we're talking about practical
applications, mobile apps have a

huge advantage over their
desktop counterparts: they can be

far more compact. it's a great
convenience for users, and it's
also a boon to app developers,

because on the phone, developers
don't need to worry about a full
operating system to build their
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apps. android go devices are even
more lightweight, running app

code on an arm processor, which
comes with a couple of key

advantages. that's great, but
we're still using android go

devices on weekdays, so let's fire
up android go's day-to-day apps to

see if they're up to the task. for
example, marshmallow's "apps"
folder contains many of the apps

that you use on a daily basis.
overall, samsung has brought the
galaxy a01 down to earth with a

great camera. yes, its lack of
certain specs may turn off buyers,
but at the same time, the cost of

the pro 7 is too high to be
competing with other similarly
priced android phones. you can

still get a great camera that won't
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break your bank and grab the
samsung galaxy a10e , which is as
slim as the pro 7 but has triple the

ram and storage at $370 off-
contract. for the money, this

camera that'll get the job done,
but if you need the top features,
you'll have to drop $600-800 or
more. note: neither the physical

camera button nor the fingerprint
reader work while you are in the

black screen, unless you press and
hold it for several seconds.

however, you can still use the
button on the back to bring up the

camera and open the app. the
fingerprint reader also works when
you open the camera app, but you

will need to physically press the
button or swipe your finger over
the reader to unlock the phone.
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the pro 8 is a solid-feeling
windows 10 pc that feels even
better than any other windows

machine we've used this year. the
full-size keyboard is the best

we've tried on a smaller screen,
and even the subwoofer is a
welcome, immersive touch.

surface fans will find comfort in
the magnetic snap-on kickstand.

our next test is a battery of
productivity tasks, again using

photoshop to measure
performance. we rate this test
against the dell xps 13 and hp
spectre x360, along with the

surface pro 5 and surface laptop.
if you're looking to do work and
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play, the pro 8 can do that too. uix
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